
Streamline regulatory 
reporting

Take control of your 
chemical footprint

Elevate your chemical management with machine 
learning-based capabilities that empower you to 
control & report on chemicals at the ingredient level.

VelocityEHS gives you a complete picture of your chemical footprint — 
the chemicals you have on-site, storage locations and quantities of each. 
And new automated ingredient indexing gives you the ability to assess 
and replace products based on their potential to cause harm to people 
and the environment.

It’s a comprehensive solution for indexing, tracking, labeling, and 
reporting on your chemicals. With Velocity, you're not just complying  
with hazcom regulations; you're reducing your company’s risk profile  
and aligning business objectives with sustainable best practices.

“Flexible, convenient, easy to use 
and explain to the employees. 
Great time saver over the old 

paper system that we had. I am 
very happy with the experience; 

from building the file to the 
roll out to the employees.”

Mike Fergurson 
Corporate Trainer, Cope Plastics

See What VelocityEHS Can Do for You

Core Capabilities:

 + SDS management 

 + Chemical inventory 
management

 + GHS secondary labeling

 + Regulatory reporting

 + Right-to-know compliance

 + Mobile access

 + Ingredient indexing

 + Ingredient level 
of concern

Simplify hazcom compliance.
Ensure alignment with laws covering 
employee right-to-know access, container 
labeling, and chemical handling.

Improve chemical management.
Achieve greater container/ingredient-
level control over the location, status,  
and risks of your chemical inventory.

Streamline reporting and 
regulatory cross-referencing.
Crosscheck products against critical 
international hazardous substance lists 
and simplify regulatory reporting.

Contact us today — Call us toll free: 1.866.919.7922  |  Or visit us online at: www.EHS.com
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Why Chemical Management?

True Sustainability Starts  
with Chemical Management

Trusted by the best:

http://www.EHS.com


Safety
 + Incident management

 + Emergency response

 + SDS management

 + Audits, inspections, 
 observations

Ergonomics
 + Online training

 + MSD risk assessments

 + Job improvement process

 + Reporting & data analysis

Control of Work
 + Electronic permit-to-work

 + Contractor management

 + Qualification management

 + Induction & orientation

ESG
 + GHG and energy  

management

 + Materiality assessments

Environmental 
Compliance

 + Air emissions

 + Water  quality

 + Waste management

 + eCompliance

Operational Risk
 + Hazard studies (JSA/JHA, 

bowtie assessments)

 + Control verification, 
assurance monitoring

 + Management of change

Chemical 
Management

 + Container management

 + GHS secondary labeling

 + Ingredient indexing

 + Inventory & reporting

What’s your biggest challenge?

The VelocityEHS Team is 
Ready to Help You Succeed

VelocityEHS is your launchpad for 
operational excellence.

Leveraging AI and industry-leading  expertise, Velocity  
ignites employee engagement, streamlines workflows,  
and elevates  your strategy with data-driven insights.

Find out how easy your job can be when you’re backed  
by an intelligent platform and a team of certified experts 
passionate about your success. 

We have everything you need in one place:

   Expert solutions

   Automated workflows

   API & data access

   Best-in-class capabilities

   Native cloud software

   Mobile-friendly

The Velocity Difference

Outstanding EHS & ESG Outcomes
Trust your people to deliver expert-level results 
against a range of tasks using software built by 
certified EHS professionals.

ActiveEHS Methodology
Anticipate, act, and boost resilience with our 
proprietary ActiveEHS approach that blends 
expertise with AI and machine learning.

Get Exceptional Support
Let our expert customer success team handle 
all of your EHS and ESG challenges seamlessly.

10M
users worldwide

140+
countries

97%
customer loyalty

What can we 
help you  
solve next?

VelocityEHS — Reach Your EHS Goals Faster.
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